
 

Literacy 
 

Comma: punctuation indicating a pause within a sentence, or to separate items in a list 
Chronological Report: A report about an event which is written in the correct order.   
Prefix: A group of letters added to the start of a word which changes the meaning- e.g. 
adding un- to happy changes the meaning by creating unhappy.  
Suffix: A group of letters added to the end of a word which then changes the meaning 
e.g. adding -less to hope changes the meaning by creating hopeless.  

 
 
 
 

Numeracy 
 

Product: the result of two numbers being multiplied together 
Factor: the numbers which are being multiplied 
Sum: The result of adding two numbers together  
Dividend: the number that will be divided  
Divisor: the number the dividend is shared by  
Quotient: the answer to a division equation  
 

The Romans  
Glossary  

 

 
 

Science 
Fair testing: a test which controls all but one variable to answer a scientific question 
Variable: an element, feature or factor which is changed or adapted  
Prediction: using prior knowledge to make an educated guess what will happen  
Pattern seeking: observing what has happened and seeing if there are patterns or links 
Making links: 
. 
 Geography 

Human geography: the study of people and their communities, cultures, economies 
and their interaction with the environment  
Physical geography: the study of natural features in the environment  
 

 

History  
Invasion: an instance of invading a country or region with an armed force 
Conquer: overcome or take over a place by military force  
Cause: the reason why an event has happened 
Consequence: the impact a significant even or person has had on us today 
Source: someone or something that supplies information 
Reliability: how trust worthy or believable a piece of information is 
 

Key Dates  
 
6th January: Teacher Training Day  
 
29th January: Y2 trip to Segedunum  
 
11th February: Class 5 Assembly  
 
13th February: Class 6 Assembly  
 
 

 


